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 A PC-based application program for the Maxsea series. Maxsea Software consists of 6 . * Calculate the total rate of fertilizer nitrogen and phosphorus in the soil, using the surface area and average weight of soil. * Calculate the total amount of nitrogen and phosphorus in the fertilizer product, given the nominal rate of fertilizer nitrogen and phosphorus in the product, and the standard ratio of nitrogen
to phosphorus in the fertilizer product. * Assign fertilizer N and P with the help of a program. Use fertilizer N or P as a percentage of nitrogen or phosphorus in the fertilizer product, and then write a program that gives the specific amount of each nutrient. * Calculate the total soil nitrogen and phosphorus at several times throughout the year. * Calculate the percent of fertilizer N and P remaining in

the soil, after a given amount of fertilizer N and P has been applied. * Assign fertilizer N and P with the help of a program, and then analyze the fertilizer N and P percent remaining in the soil. EXERCISE 6.6 Calculate the fertilizer N and P percent remaining in soil, after a certain amount of fertilizer N and P is applied. * Fill out the first part of Table 6.7. * Fill in the following table. * 1. The
product is 15% fertilizer N. It contains 40% nitrogen (N) and 60% phosphorus (P) by weight. * 2. The product is 15% fertilizer P. It contains 10% P and 10% calcium (Ca). * 3. What is the total N rate that will be applied to the soil? * 4. What is the total P rate that will be applied to the soil? * 5. What is the total N rate (as a percentage of the nitrogen in the product) that will be applied to the soil? *

6. What is the total P rate (as a percentage of the phosphorus in the product) that will be applied to the soil? * 7. What is the total N amount that will be applied to the soil? * 8. What is the total P amount that will be applied to the soil? * 9. What is the total N rate (as a percentage of the nitrogen in the product) that will remain in the soil 82157476af
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